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ABSTRACT 

Play is basic segment to remain fit and to endure. In this way the warm blooded animals built up the 
effectiveness of all body to get by in the antagonistic conditions. People with no exemption kept up to 
effectiveness and quality of those parts of body, through incredible developments. This characteristic 
propensity may have encouraged to give a portion of the playing propensities which prompt different games 
and amusements.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Among parcel of game occasions some pick wrestling for the physical wellbeing and for the rivalries. 
Wrestling in India is famously known as mallayudda. A few types of mallayudda were polished in India even 
before the attack of the Aryans. The celebrated Indian epic, Mahabharata has a notice of the session of 
wrestling.  

Wresting in India, amid old occasions used to get normal support from the rulers and lords. Amid 
British guideline, wrestling in India got another enormous push as the British rulers included it in the military 
preparing. The British military including Indian troopers got pulled in to wrestling.  

In the beach front district of Karnataka the mogaveera (angling network) network young people are 
generally known for fortitude. The maritime power of the acclaimed ruler abbakka of Ullal in Dakshina 
Kannada comprised of fearless mogaveera young people. With the help of the solid naval force she could 
mount a valiant assault against Portuguese amid the eighteenth century.  

In past days the place of wrestling practice was called garodi. The senior wrestlers were instructing 
in this garodi. It was likewise called vyayamshala. Numerous vyaymshalas were situated in the beach front 
side of the area . In past days popular wrestlers had their own Garodies. What's more, the wrestler who was 
training called as Pahilwan. Under him numerous wrestlers were rehearsing and they spoken to their 
garodies/rec centers/vyayamshala in the rivalries.  

Wrestling akhada is called wresting field. These akhadas were worked inside the vyayamshala. 
Akahda was made of free soils. The dirt is blended with turmeric powder and kumkum. The dirt normally got 
blended with water. As the turmeric powder got disinfectant restorative substance, it was additionally added 
with soil and water to secure the skin.  

Mogaveeras are the real angling network in beach front Karnataka. The shape one of the biggest 
networks of the ethic gathering. They rule in angling and marine business in the area. The mogaveer speak to 
the local angling network of beach front region. They are known for network living where question are 
settled with the network by a gathering pioneer. 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Game is a widespread movement. Anybody can play or practice or get entertainment by it. There is 

no limits for individuals to appreciate different games or recreations. Be that as it may, game and 
amusements have their own standards, the don't confine or maintain a strategic distance from any 
individual or any network from investment. There is no standing or the shading boycott in games, all are 
equivalent in games. Wrestling is prevalent in South Canara and most extreme support areprincipally from 
angling network i.e. Mogaveera's when contrasted with alternate games. This has prompted go into the 
profundity Moraveeras are more keen on wrestling and not others.  

This examination it is 'a scientific investigation on grappling with uncommon thoughtfulness 
regarding angling network of DK area' has been taken up with the end goal of expound detail on the specific 
field.  

 
DELIMITATION  

This investigation is delimited to Dakshinakannada region The wrestler who took an interest at 
region level and Mangalore college level.  
 
RESTRICTIONS  

The subjects as recorded in the vyaymshala records The information is gathered by the meeting or 
survey The wrestlers are not accomplished.  

 
PROCEDURE  

The reason for the investigation is to think about the commitment of angling network to the 
advancement of wrestling in south Canara region.  

The surveys was framed with a view to make a far reaching study on the subject. Incredible 
consideration has been taken incorporate the most critical elements that may have straightforwardly or by 
implication impacted the execution of wrestlers in the locale.  

 
The poll secured coming up next are  
1. General data  
2. Achievement of the subject in wrestling.  
3. Family foundation of the subject  
4. Economic status of the subject  
5. Motivation and consolation for investment  
6. Level of accomplishment in wrestling.  
 

In the wake of setting up the poll, it was given to couple of wrestlers and subsequent to finding the 
solutions, the vagueness and vague inquiries were re-organized. In this manner the polls were at long last 
managed to the subjects over the area.  

The specialist gathered information from 150 wrestlers over the locale. The subject were chosen by 
straightforward irregular system. The reaction was hundred percent on the grounds that the agent visited 
150 wrestlers actually to gather the data. 

 
CONCLUSION: 

The wrestling is exceptionally well-known and prominent round of the angling network (Mogaveer) 
of DK District. It is hard to direct any amusement amid stormy season in the outside regardless of whether 
the angling network is on relaxation time on that season the get-away to angle in DK area amid blustery 
season it is hard to any diversion outside. Wrestling being rehearsed on ocean shore and akhadas keeps 
anglers dynamic all consistently. Least of 02 individuals are sufficient to rehearse the wrestling. 
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notwithstanding when they have available time in the middle of angling period. The center pay gather takes 
pride in this occasion. mogaveer being living on the waterfront needn't bother with much arrangement for 
wrestling territory since, sand is discovered everywhere on their living spot. Thus wrestling has been 
observed to be their family occasion. 
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